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CHAPTER IS INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

btead and buttetgie4 is a career development project

for nine-:to-twelve-year-olds. It consists of fifteen 1S-

minute cc,ior television programs and associated classroom

materials for use in North American schools. According to

its designers, btead and battetlitie4 is intended to help

students explore the relationship between ther lives and

the world of work. The series focuses on the individual's

perception of himself within the economic system, rather

than solely on information related to occupations and work

activities. Most of the programs are open-ended encounters,

encouraging viewer involvement in problem-solving and

decision-making, both program-related and personal.

Developed and produced over a two-year period, the pro-

ject was supported by a consortium of 34 agencies, including

state departments of education, ETV networks, ETV commissions,

and local educational agencies. Additional support was pro-

vided by Exxon Corporation.



Content and production experts held a series of meetings

to establish the project's philosophy and to design the 15

lessons in the series. Agencies supporting the project, and

other experts, were given the opportunity for periodic re-

view of the written materials as these were developed.

During this design phase of Mead and butteagiea,the

Agency for Instructional Television (At?) engaged Educational

Testing Service (ETS) to design and conduct the major portion

of the evaluation activities thought necessary for the pro-

duction phase of the project. Although AIT itself could

have carried out many of the evaluation activities, it seemed

more appropriate for the integrity of the project that an

independent agency begin to examine the purpose and effects

of the materials, especially the television programs. The

details of the evaluation were developed by ETS in cooperation

with ATI' and the project design staff.

The thrust of the proposed activities was "formative"

in nature. That is, the evaluation was designed primarily

to obtain information on the effectiveness of the project's

components quickly enough to allow the content designers

and material producers to make indicated changes and improve-

ments. Evaluation data were to be used in making decisions

about the relative acceptability of the programs and to

isolate deficiencies that could be corrected.



Given these needs for evaluative information, the task

of ETS was to provide maximum useful data, given certain

restrictions of time and budget. .Production and delivery

schedules had not been established for the convenience of

evaluation; this limited the extent to which any single

program could be examined. This also limited the number of

programs for which any e nation could be conducted. Only

the first six of the project's fifteen programs could be

included, but the evaluation was constructed so that feed-

back on the six earliest productions could be used not only

in improving those programs, but also in correcting and pre-

venting foreseeable deficiencies in the remaining nine programs.

The outlines of the first six programs, the'r objectives,

and the preliminary versions were submitted to ETS during

the Pall and Winter of 1973-74. On the basis of these materials

and information gathered during additional meetings, the

staff at ETS designed and delivered to AIT the rough-draft

copies of instruments to be used in field evaluation of the

programs. AIT then arranged for the reproduction, distribution,

and adminIstration of the instruments to selected classrooms

across the country. Mort.. than 2,000 students in almost 100

classrooms were involved in the evaluation. The completed

forms were returned to ETS for analysis, and the results of

this analysis were reported back to AIT for use in making

formative-level decisions about the programs.



The remainder of this report provides a summary of the

approaches used to gather the data, and some of the particular

results that were obtaintd. In many cases the data presented

in this report are now obsolete, since needed changes that

were revealed have been made in the programs. Thus the

emphasis is on the evaluation process, and the substantive

data ire, for the most part, not reported.



CHAPTER III FOCUS AND METHODOLOGY

There were four areas of concern for the !mead and

buttetities evaluation activities. These were:

A. Did the students eomptehend the pnopam? If students

do not understand what is happening in the program, no learn-

ing can take place. Comprehension of the details of the

program, therefore, was the fundamental concern.

B. Was the ptoglam appealing to the students? Again,

if students were not attracted to the program, it seemed

unlikely that maximal learning would occur. So the concern

was whether or not students watched the program, and whether

they liked what they saw.

C. Were the edueationat objective,5 met by the tetevi,sion

Wtortam atone? Although the Mead and buttetigies package

was designed to include pre-and post-program activities,

suggested in the teachers' curriculum guide, it was the

concern of the producers that the television program be able



to stand alone, if possible. As a result, one part of the

evaluation focused on the immediate effects of merely view-

ing the program. The focus was on the attainment of a list

of specific, behaviorally-defined educational objectives

for each program, which had been prepared in advance during

meetings of the design and evaluation staffs.

D. Wete the educational objectivea met by the teteviaion

plegtam pews the cea4tteem detivitieaf Using the same list

of educational objectives as a standard, evaluators examined

the specific effects of the classroom activities which fol.

lowed the viewing of the program. Because of practical sched-

uling difficulties, investigation was limited to the effects

of the first IS minutes of the post-program activities.

A fifth area to be evaluated was the curriculum guide

itself, but this study was commissioned separately and is
1

not included in this report.

1

A special study of the curriculum guide for teachers was
commissioned by AlT and took place in the Phoenix area during
March, 1974. The study was conducted by Bill Raymond, Director
of Planning and Special Projects, and Carolyn Raymond, Director
of the Center for Career Development, both of the Mesa, Arizona,
Public Schools. A panel of eight teachers, appropriate to
the target audiences, analyzed a draft version of the guide
in conjunction with each television program. The resulting
report gave both specific and general suggestions for the
organization and content of the curriculum guide, and those
suggestions were taken into account as the final version
was developed.



The variety of information desired, and the rapidity

with which it was needed, suggested to ETS that a multi-

faceted approach to data collection would have the greatest

utility. Since limitations of time and finances prevented

the development of any particular objective testing instru-

ment to a high degree of precision, a multi-faceted appro4en

had the advantage of providing numerous sources and methods

of data collection such that the weakness of one source or

method could be compensated for by the strength of another

if the information from each were combined in an optimal

manner. Seven such facets were identified.

A. Student Questionnaires. The students were admin-

istered paper-and-pencil questionnaires either directly fol-

lowing the program, or following the program plus 1S minutes

of classroom activities. A control group of children who had

not seen the program also completed the questionnaire. The

strength of this technique is its direct contact with the

target audience, and its capacity for broad sampling of this

audience in a standardized manner; its weakness is the lack

of proficiency with the written word typical of nine-to-

twelve-year-olds.

B. Student Interviews. After the program four or five

students were selected from each classroom, taken aside, and

interviewed (usually by a local teacher or television utili-

7



nation specialist). This technique overcame the writing

problems inherent in. the Student Questionnaire, but was

weak in its reliance on the interpretations (and reporting

skills) of the interviewers.

C. Student Critics. One class of fifth graders from

a local school was utilized by the ETS staff, in an attempt

to get a more "sophisticated" student reaction to several of

the programs. The class was shown a number of the programs;

it was hoped that reactions thus would be determined more

by the program content and less by the newness of the expe-

rience. This sophistication was, of course, an advantage in

that it simulated the eventual experiences of students who

will be seeing the entire series. however, the small sample

(about 20) from an atypical location (Princeton, New Jersey)

was recognized as a considerable limitation.

D. Teacher questionnaires. The teachers of those classes

completing the Student Questionnaires and Student Interviews

were used as another source of information about the success

of each program. Although it is an indirect means of data

collection to ask teachers to assess student reaction, the

teacher knows the children well and is able to communicate

his/her insights with some skill. In addition, the teacher

often operates as a gatekeeper for the program's use, so

such opinions arc critical.

-8-



E. Expert Judgment. In the absence of a better term,

this one was used to designate a place in the evaluation

procedure at which the professional staff who were conduct-

ing the evaluation could register their own impressions and

reactions. This facet was inten,i.'d to temper the influences

of the more objective techniques being used which, although

objective, were limited in the scope of their coverage.

F, Attention Measures. Developed by AIT and playing

a significant role in the evLluation were the Attention

Measures taken while the students in some classrooms watched

the program. The strength of this technique is its complete

objectivity; the weakness lies in the fact that the effective

relationship between attention and actual comprehension

or learning is only poorly understood.

G. Observers. None of the previous measures were

directed specifically toward watching the entire class, as

a group, for appropriate or unusual reactions. Observers

present in each experimental classroom watched the students

viewing the program, and reported their impressions.

Each of.these sources of information, then, was employed

to the extent and with the emphasis judged to be appropriate

to each of the four specific areas of concern on which

evaluation focused. Each area of concern was studied through

several of the seven data collection approaches, giving

-9-



(A)

(C)

(E)

(F)

decision-makers access to a variety of data sources.

The following table presents a summary of the information

sought about btead and buttetgie$ materials and the "multi-

faceted"approach towards data collection.

METHODS

TABLE I. Evaluation Design

Comprehension

AREAS OF CONCERN

'Objectives:
Objectives: Television

Attention and Television and
Appeal only Fol!ow-up

Student
Questionnaires

.

X X

I

X

4

X

Student
Interviews X X X X

Student
Critics X X

Teacher
Questionnaires X X X X

Expert
Judgments X X

Attention
Measures X X

Observr'rs X



CHAPTER III. THE SAMPLE POPULATION

Cooperation of the consortium agencies was sough,:. in

the sample selection process. Those educational and tele-

vision agencies willing to participate in the field testing

of completed btead and buttetgiet, programs were asked to

select classrooms that would be representative of their

normal school television viewing audience. In each location,

sets of three equivalent representative classrooms were

grouped for comparative evaluation purposes. This selection

process did not seek a random sample of all fourth, fifth

and sixth grade students; rather, the planned use of the

programs suggested that students representative of the

eventual television audience would be a more appropriate

sample for evaluation purposes.

The repsest also was made that sample programs be shown

under normal school television viewing conditions; that is,

if children normally viewed in black-and-white, the field

testing also should be in black-and-white. This condition



was not always adhered to, but did not seem to bias the

results.

Each participating agency received a copy of the pre-

liminary version of a program on video tape. (Texas, an

exception, evaluated a program on film.) Agencies also

received multiple copies of the ETS- and AIT-designed eval-

uation instruments and detailed instructions for classroom

administration. Follow-up telephone calls or site-visits

clarified ambiguities or misunderstandings regarding the

evaluation procedures.

Fifteen agencies in fourteen consortium states volun-

tarily paripcipated in the field testing and evaluation of

btead and $uttetkeies. Ninety-four classrooms and more

than 2,000'students were involved. These students included

American Indians, Spanish-surnamed children, blacks and

whites. Their economic and social status ranged from below

poverty level to upper class. The sample classrooms were

located in rural and suburban areas, small towns and large

cities, from Vermont to Arizona. Emphasis was placed on

working with fifth grade students and, for the most part,

the sample was comprised of 10-year-olds. Occasionally

a third or seventh grade class was included; fourth and

sixth graders appeared with greater frequency. Nevertheless,

the great majority of the students were from the fifth grade.



The geographic spread and size of the sample are noted

in the following table:

Program

Treasure Hunt

TABLE 2, POPULATION SAMPLED

$; en,: y No.

Aroma State Department of Education

Orange. County Public Schools
Orlando, Florida

nassachusetts Executive Committee
for Educational Television and

of Classes

6

11

8

No. of Students

135

247

13S

Di/ision of Occupational Education,
Department of Education

PROGRAM TOTAL 25 523

People Need People Iowa Educational Broadcasting Network 3 50

North Carolina State Department of 6 137

Lducat ion

Educational Communications Board of fs 131

Wisconsin

PROGRAM TOTAL IS 318

Decisions,Decisions Mississimli Authority for Educational 6 120

Television

WQED-WOEX 6 125

Pittsburgh, '.ennsylvania

Vermont State Department of Education 6 118

PROGRAM TOTAL 18 363

Me, Myself and Maybe Iowa Educational Broadcasting Network 3 82

Ohio State Department of Education 3 59

New York Stat.! Department of Education 6 120

(film) Educational Service Center,
Region 17, Lubbock, Texas

171

PROGRAM TOTAL 18 432

Success Story WV17,-TV 155

Cleveland, Ohio

Tennessee State Department of Education 6 153

WWVO-TV 6 136

Morgantown, West Virginia

PROGRAM TOTAL 18 144

OVERALL TOTAL 94 2,080

st



CHAPTER IV, PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

The five blead and buttet6Zie4 programs undergoing

extensive evaluation by I1TS are summarized in the following
a.

pages. (The specific educational objectives for each of

them can be found in Appendix A.)

A. Treasure Hunt

Theme: Self-Independence and the Economic System.

The carnival is in town, the music is exciting, the

lights bright, and the rides costly. Ernie, Monica, and

Bill go their separate ways to finance the experience. In

interwoven stories, the children face the tasks, frustrations,

One of the first programs completed and made available to
IiTS for evaluation was entitled "Why Work." Evaluation
instruments were designed and preparations were underway to
take the material into classrooms. However, before data
could be collected, this program was shown at a meeting of
representatives of the consortium agencies. In discussions
following this presentation, a "less formal evaluation"
process took place and the consortium representatives, for
a variety of reasons, rejected this program in its entirety.
Although this was not an evaluation activity conducted by
LTS, it is, nonetheless, an evaluation process and is reported

here for the record. It did result in change in the series;

a new program was developed and produced to accomplish some
of the same objectives embodied in the original "Why Work."



and satisfactions of earning money. When they reconvene at

the carnival, all three have money. Monica and Ernie are

enthusiastic over their money-making ventures, while Bill

is surly and close-mouthed about the source of his funds.

The program explores the process of producing income, and

demonstrates ways of participating in the economic system.

B. People Need People

Theme: Interdependency of Workers

People need people, from the split-second teamwork of

trapeze artists to the care and support of one friend for

another, from the cooperation of construction workers to the

finely-tuned execution of a quarterback sneak. Complete

independence constantly is being thwarted by an individual's

need to gain social acceptance, personal satisfaction, and

financial security. The program helps students understand

the importance of working together, and helps to increase

the effectiveness of their interdependent relationships.

C. Decisions, Decisions

Theme: Decision Making

Tommy is a new boy in town whose first friend is Joey.

Joey turns out to be inept and unpopular with his classmates.

Tommy, however, is well-received oy his new mates and wants

very much to sustain his popularity. When Joey asks Tommy

in front of the group to share in a week-end project, Tommy



"TREASURE HUNT"

Some responses from the Student Questionnaire:

Item: How could you on. gout 6tiendA earn eight
dottats?

Answers: I would fix a broken thing.

Steal it from your brother.

Play cards with my Dad.

Ask for my alownes.

Item: The patt4 o6 the ptog4am I would change ate...

Answers: I would put more kids in there.

that they should tell if Bill stole the
money after.

that you should end it more unsuspiciously.

the part where that girl at the market said
mean things. Sort of.

I am not an expert don't ask me because
I don't know.

Opinions on the best part of the program included

"Ernie washing the dog" as the most popular response,

followed by forms of "seeing the kids make money,"

or "the carnival."

-17



must decide whether he can risk his continued friendship with

Joey. The program demonstrates the decision-making process,

focusing on the factors that influence decisions (emotions,

values, etc.) and the consequences of those decisions.

D. Me, Myself and Maybe

Theme: Self-Clarification

Eleven-year-old DeAnne lacks self-confidence. She wants

very much to be a part of the pantomime game that her class

enjoys, but she can't bring herself to volunteer. Her Aunt

Cathy moves into town to begin a new career. She is sensitive

to DeAnne's reticent behavior and learns of DeAnne's interest

in art. She buys her niece a macrame kit, and bundles of

little strings and beads begin to take shape. New ideas are

also taking shape -- "You are what you do," and "If you don't

take a chance then you don't get a chance." Eventually the

"1 want to" side of DeAnne conquers the "I'm afraid to" side,

and her pantomime performance and macrame skills win approval.

The program is intended to increase students' clarification

and acceptance of themselves, particularly their evolving

abilities and aspirations.

E. Success Story

Theme: What is Success?

This is a true story about Dave who has been interested

in defining success for himself most of his life. When he



was glowing up on his father's farm, he enjoyed drawing,

but his father thought it was a waste of time. When Dave

was drafted he was able to decide for himself what he wanted

to do in the Army. The challenge of having to pass tests,

and of actually choosing what he wanted to be, made a change

in Dave. lie began to define success in his own terms, not

in someone else's. Today Dave owns a leather shop where he

mal.es and sells his own work. Success for Dave is a personal

thing, something he has figured out for himself. The program

expT.ores the various ways to define success, emphasizing the

future implications of one's personal definition of the concept.



CHAPTER V. FOUR AREAS OF CONCERN: THE FINDINGS

First Question: DID THE STUDENTS COMPREHEND THE PROGRAM?

Treasure Hunt

Comprehension was tested by items on the Student

Questionnaire such as: "Check the box which best explains

why Monica lowered the price of her cards," and "Bill,

Ernie and Monica had to think about many things before they

started to get money for the carnival. (Indicate which,

such as 'cost of materials,' how long it would take,' etc.)."

The Student Interview included questions such as: "How did

Ernie get the idea of washing dogs to earn money?" The

results from virtually all sources indicated excellent and

detailed comprehension of the story line by the great majority

of students. It should be noted here that over half of the

students reported a belief that Bill got his money by

stealing it, even though the story is non-committal on this

point.

-21-



The Teacher Questionnaire asked, "Were the topic,

content, and vocabulary levels of this program appropriate

for your class?" With 23 teachers responding, 20 responded

"yes," two said "don't know," while one said "no."

People Need People

From the Teacher Questionnaire, with 15 teachers re-

sponding, 13 found the topic, content and vocabulary appro-

priate, while two did not.

A post-program class discussion revealed that the Student

Critics could recite the theme, as well as a number of spec-

ific statements from the program, indicating a good degree

of comprehension. No confusion about this relatively

straightforward theme was detected.

Decisions, Decisions

All of the 16 participating teachers indicated that they

found the topic, content, and vocabulary appropriate.

From the Student Questionnaire, which included questions,

like the exampiesbelow, excellent comprehension was indicated

for the greatest part of the program: "Tommy had several

goals in the program--things he wanted. Check the statement

(i.e., buy a horse, get good grades, etc.)." "Check the

statements that tell how Tommy tried to get out of making his

-22-



"PEOPLE NEED PEOPLE"

Some responses from the Student Questionnaire:

Item: We ate need othet peopte to five out eve&yday
tives. Think o6 yesCetday and name etch
kietson on whom you depended Soy. something.

Answers: I depend on Mom to get me up, but she didn't
yesterday.

Mike Patton he played catch with me (I could
not play by myself).

Jim, Mike, My sister Cissy. All the people
on my baseball team to catch a pop.

Item: The be peat o6 the p&og&am is

Answers: the acrobats because they didn't depend on
anybody.

the hole thing.

when the girl helped the blind. That's nice.

In general, the responses grouped under specific

scenes or parts ("the blind boy," "the football game"),

and abstract understandings ("people all depended on

each other," "to help people").



decision (asked his mother to-lie for him, etc.)."

Me, Myself, and Maybe

Seventeen teachers responded to the question about

appropriateness of topic, content, and vocabulary. Sixteen

replied favorably, one unfavorably. Comprehension also

appeared to be high, based on the number of appropriate

student responses to items such as "List some activities

DeAnne did not do so well," and "What were some things DeAnne

discovered she could do?" These appeared both on the Student

Questionnaire and in the Student Interview; resulting data

showed uniformly good results.

Success

Fifteen of the sixteen teachers considered the topic,

content, and vocabulary appropriate, and one reported "don't

know."

rom the Student Critics, however, came evidence of

considerable initial confusion about the fact that Dave was

really the owner of the leather shop. At least one student

in this small group also reported confusion about the name

of the shop "The Cow's Outside." These areas subsequently

were tested in the Student Interview; ownership of the shop,

but not the name, was found to be confusing and at least

momentarily distracting. (This part of the program subsequently

was changed to clarify th!point.)
6101E25-



Second Question: WAS THE PROGRAM APPEALING TO THE STUDENTS?
DID THEY LIKE IT?

Treasure Hunt

3

The Attontion Measures indicated high and consistent

interest in this program, virtually incapable of improvement.

(See figure 1).

Two items from the Teacher Questionnaire also provided

data on this question: "How would you rate :,-ar students'

interest in the program?" and "Judged with other school

television programs you have used, this program is..."

"On a five-point scale, 20 out of 25 teachers rated this

program in the top two categories in response to both of

these questions.

The Student Critics were very enthusiastic about this

program.

People Need People

While not as high as "Treasure Hunt," the Attention

Measures appeared acceptably high, with two noticeable dips

at the transition points between the three sections of this

program. (See figure 2.) These two lapses in attention

were not regarded as serious or in need of correction, be-

cause they did, in fact, occur during the transitional periods

3

For a further explanation of the methodology, see appendix C.
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and seemed to serve as a kind of breather for the attentive

student.

Farm the Student Critics came the reaction that they

did not like this program as much as "Decisions, Decisions"

(seen previously) but that it was still satisfactory. They

did comment on the fact that there was a great deal of

repetition.

On the two relevant items from the Teacher Questionnaire

(as above), with 15 teachers reporting, 14 rated the program

in the top two of the five categories.

Decisions, Decisions

The Attention Measures showed very high interest through-

out, with one dramatic exception. (See figure 3.) During

what became known as the "bedroom scene," when Tommy's mother

talks to him at length about the difficulties of decision-

making, the attention level dropped to a point where about

one-third of the students were not looking at the screen.

(This section subsequently has been redone, presumably with

more visual stimulation.)

From the Student Interview came evidence again that the

bedroom scene was considered to be "mushy and boring" by a

numbe- of students.
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On the two items from the Teacher Questionnaire, 16

of 17 teachers rated the student interest in the top two

categories, and 12 of 16 found it better than other school

television programs.

e, Myself, and Maybe

The Attention Measures were again high, with noticeable

dips at points where adults were talking at some length.

(See figure 4.)

From the Teacher Questionnaire, of 17 teachers, 13 rated

student interest in the top two of five categories; 10 of

1S rated it better than other school television programs.

The Student Interview materials revealed that students

frequently were stimulated by the program to the point of

being quite anxious to participate in classroom discussion

following its showing.

Success

The Attention Measures again were very high, with only

small dips, evidently at points of extended verbal discussions

with adults. (See figure S.) These were not viewed as serious

flaws.
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Seventeen teachers reported on student interest and

compared the program to others; on both counts, 16 rated

this program in the top two categories.



Third Question: WERE TUE EtWATIONAL OBJECTIVI-S 4LT BY
THE TELEVISION PROGRAM ALONE?

The three major sources of information on this question

were the Teacher Questionnaire (teachers were asked simply

to rate the degree to which they felt each objective had

been achieved), the subjective Expert Judgments, and -- by

far the most elaborate technique the attempt to measure

directly

viewing.

tives in

changes in the students resulting from program

This was done by operationally defining the objec-

the Student Questionnaires and Student Interviews.

For example, if the objective was that the student could

"list an increased number of ways to make money," then post-

viewing performance was compared to pre-viewing data collected

elsewhere, and the differences were attributed to the program.

A generally accurate characterization of the results

from all five programs, however, is that with few exceptions,

enumerated below, these objective indices failed to change

in the hypothesized directions. That is, our most direct

and behaviorally-oriented indices yielded evidence that the

programs almost universally did not achieve the educational

objectives. One

measurement that

and budget. But

lack of positive

of the reasons was the crudeness of the

was possible under the limitations of time

this probably accounts only in part for the

results. A second reason was the reduced



emphasis given to the behavioral objectives in the television

programs themselves by the producers and designers of the

programs. This topic will be discussed in more detail in

the comments concluding this report.

Treasure Hunt

The Student Questionnaire revealed no movement toward

the educational objectives. In many cases the students

could perform the objectives adequately before the program.

leaving little room for possible improvement.

The Expert Judgment, however, was that the general goals

of the program, if not the specifically stated objectives,

were achieved to a satisfactory degree, and that the program

was a definite success.

The Teacher Questionnaire asked teachers to indicate on

a seven-point scale how nearly they felt each of the specific

objectives had been met. The number of the responding

teachers who registered the achievement in the top two of

the seven categories is reported below, along with an abbre-

viated statement of each specific objective. (Complete

statements of the objectives can be found in Appendix A.)

1. The student will express a feeling that ho can

currently earn money. Fifteen of 24 teachers.



"DECISIONS, DECISIONS"

Some responses from the Student Questionnaire:

Item: Li6e is butt o6 decisions, big onea and
swat one. . List as many decisions as
you can that you have made in the tat
Ow daya.

Answers: Not to eat my breakfast.

To let a bird go.

To boat up my brother.

Item: What T teatned litom the I./tog/Lam.

Answers: Make your own decision, don't hide from it

Some decisions are hard, some are easy.

No matter how largo or how small you arc.
you have to make decisions.

I'm not the only person who has to make
decisions.

Don't just go and decide, think about it.

I learned a problem can't be solved for
you, you have to solve it.

Opinions about the best part of the program were

evenly divided between "Tommy trying to decide" and

"When Joey and Tommy make friends."



The student will express or demonstrate an increased

desire to make money. Sixteen of 24 teachers.

3. The student will identify factors which may assist

a person in finding ways to make money. Fourteen of 24 teachers.

4. The student will state sacrifices one may hay, to

make to earn money. Tcn of 24 teachers.

S. The student will list an increased number of ways

to make money for himself or herself. Eleven of 24 teachers.

People Need People

Once again, the Student Questionnaire showed no appro-

priate improvement(on questions where improvement was

possible). The Expert Judgment was that the specifically

worded objectives were, in fact, not very directly addressed
0

by the program. The objectives, and the number of teachers

who rated achievement in the top two of seven categories, were:

I. The student will demonstrate an awareness of

interdependency. Nine of 14 teachers.

2. The student will be aware of the need to compromise

between independence and dependency. Eleven of 14 teachers.

Decisions, Decisions

No lianges were detected in the Student Questionnaire

responses, and few were possible given pre-program student

attainment. The Expert Judgment was that, although the

-.7/P.4!



decision-making theme was very much in evidence in the program,

there was an emphasis on social decisions rather than on

career decisions. This was seen as a significant flaw.

(Changes in the curriculum guide attempt to redirect the

focus of the classroom activities for this program.)

The objectives and the teachers' ratings of achievement

(in the top two categories, only) were:

1. The student will describe factors in the decision-

making process. Eleven of 16 teachers.

2. The student will distinguish between reactive and

proactive decisions. Five of 15 teachers. (Most teachers

were not familiar with these terms.)

3. The student will identify current career-relevant

decisions. Seven of 14 teachers.

Me, Myself, and Maybe

Few meaningful changes were detected in the Student

Questionnaire data.

The teachers rated achievement of objectives in the

following manner:

1. The student will describe ways in which one acquires

a self-image. Nine of 13 teachers.

2. The student will describe self-clarification through

risk-taking. Nine of 13 teachers.

-40-
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3. The student will draw self-other parallels. Eight

of 12 teachers.

. The student will identify ways to test assumptions

about himself or herself. Nine of 13 teachers.

Success

The Teacher Questionnaire showed the following ratings

of achievement of objectives:

1. The student will give examples of successful indi-

viduals and criteria of success. Ten of 15 teachers.

2. The student will give self-appropriate criteria of

success. Ten of 16 teachers.

3. The student will give an example of self-defined

success, which might not be success in the eyes of others.

Nine of IS teachers.

4. The student will give an example of success in the

eyes of others which was not success to the student himself

(or herself). Nine of IS teachers.



Fourth Question: WERE THE EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES MET BY THE
TELEVISION PROGRAM PLUS THE CLASSROOM
ACTIVITIES?

A number of the programs were Designed in such a way

that, if the educational goals were to be obtained, the

burden would be on the teacheri' activities following the

program. The imiediate post-viewing activity was usually

a discussion focusing on the career development concepts

presented in the program. However, the results of the present

analysis once again indicate that, in general, no changes

in student performance could be detected by means of the

questionnaires administered after 15 minutes of discussion.

This result evidently is attributable to a number of causes,

or a combination of causes, including: 1) poorly cali-

brated measuring instruments, 2) inappropriate teacher

activities (perhaps through lack of preparation, for a

variety of reasons), and 3) the short time limit (15 minutes),

which may not have been sufficient for any real changes

to occur.

In fact, the actual raw data did indicate a number of

changes had occurred, but they often as not were in directions

other than those hypothesized, and not large in any case.

The overall picture suggested that it would be inappropriate

for the evaluation to invest any of these particular changes

with significance and interpretation.

-42-



"ME, MYSELF, AND MAYBE"

Some responses from the Student Questionnaire:

Item: What I Leatned iStom the ptogaam....

Answers: Taking chances and having confidence in
yourself is better than hating yourself.

Just because you are colored doesn't mean
you are any different from some white person.

Don't knock it, you haven't tried it!

The most popular response was some form of "Don't

be afraid (or scared) to try things," or "you can do

it. if you try."

Item: Who do you admite the moat? This can be
a iamou4 pennon, a tetative, on a ikiend.
Can you think o acme ways you ate ttke
that pet6onf

Answers: Abe Lincoln. (I am) honest, helpful, mind
my elders, (and) I'm against slavery.

Opinions about the best part of the program

centered on DeAnne's learning to raise her hand and

volunteer before the class.



CHAPTER VI, CONCLUSIONS ABOUT EACH OF THE PROGRAMS

Treasure Hunt

The Teacher Questionnaire included the item, "Would

you use this program again, in ,a unit on career development?"

For "Treasure Hunt," 21 teachers said "yes," two said "don't

know," and two said "no." (These two teachers would not

use it because they thought its setting inappropriate for

their inner-city students.)

The Expert Judgment was that the program was perhaps

the best of the six reviewed in that it was interesting to

the students, demonstrated many of the points intended by

the objectives, and would serve as an excellent affective

stimulus.

The Attention Measures consistently showed this program

uniquely capable of holding children's interest for its

entire length. It was the highest-rated program on the

attention instrument.

S-



People Need People

Thirteen of 15 teachers said they would use the program,

two said "don't know." The Expert Judgment was that the theme

was repetitive and less complex than could have been communi-

cated by the 15-minute program, but that it did succeed in

its cognitive, straightforward, and modest aims.

Decisions, Decisions

Sixteen of 17 teachers would use it; one said "don't

know." The Experts felt that the program was very stimulating,

but that the decision-making context was social rather than

career oriented, and that this was unfortunate; the children

found the program very stimulating. Evaluation data suggested

that more visual stimulation be provided during Mother's

talk with Tommy, a change that was made in the final version

of the program.

Me, Myself, and Maybe

Fourteen of 17 teachers reported they would use it, two

said "don't know," and one said "no." During two of three

intervals of extended adult dialogue, viewer attention

begans to flag but quickly revived to acceptable levels.



Success

All 1.7 of the teachers participating reported that they

would use this program. From data supplied by the evaluation,

two changes were recommended and made in the final version

(i.e. consistent name tags and clarification of store ownership).

In spite of a great deal of adult-oriented activity, attention

levels remained high and the theme was communicated.



"SUCCESS STORY"

Some responses from the Student Questionnaire:

Item: Think about a time you wete Aucee6415at
at Aomething. Now did you know you were
4ateeAgut?

Answers: [An example of passive achievement] When
the clubhouse didn't fall out of the tree.

You can tell inside, you feel good.

When what I did worked.

Item: What does Aucee44 mean to you?

Answers: Well, it don't mean hardly anything to me.

Money, fame, and women [from a fifth grader].

A winners at home, school, and play.

Success means perfect.

Success means doing your job, whether you
like it or not, and get it done right.

Most popular responses defining success included

some form of "doing something right," "being good at

something," or "doing what I want to do."



CHAPTER VII* EVALUATION SUMMARY STATEMENT

Of the five (out of six) programs that survived the

"work print" or preliminary version, four were seen to have

particular flaws that were serious enough to require correc-

tion. The bedroom scene in Decisions, Decisions and the

name tag and shop ownership problems of Success subsequently

were redone, but no evaluations of the altered versions have

been completed.

Technical problems, especially in the sound tracks of

"Treasure Hunt" and "Me, Myself, and Maybe," resulted in loss

of comprehension for some students and teachers. These

problems were thought serious enough to require new sound

tracks for some portions of the programs.

There is no question that the overall impact of these

five programs is quite positive, if their purpose is agreed

to be that of an affective stimulus for fourth, fifth, and

sixth grade children. (The programs involve children, excite

$3/
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them, and stimulate discussion both in and out of class.)

Providing an affective stimulus is in contrast to the

achievement of specific and particular, behaviorally-defined

educational objectives. Such objectives may serve the needs

of many career educators, but could be obtained in other,

more effecient ways without the use of television.

These programs are all popular both with students and

teachers, and although they should not be considered a

complete curriculum package in themselves, they can constitute

a fundamental and extremely valuable component of a more

diversified unit on career education.

An additional overview of the impact of the programs

can be obtained from the teachers' reactions to some question-

naire items. (See Appendix B.)



CHAPTER VIII, CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

ON THE EVALUATION PROCESS

The most rigid and objective of the evaluation techniques

attempted in this effort, that of student behavior changes

as measured through questionnaires, generally showed "no

effect." One of the more interesting findings of this

study is that, if this were the only source of data for

the evaluation, the project would be declared virtually

without impact. Yet the data collected from other sources

and by other techniques indicated successful achievement of

what was intended, a!ld generally a high degree of satisfaction,

on the part of all concerned, with the total product. Clearly

some discrepancy or misinterpretation was occurring in the

direction and design of the project, chiefly in the emphasis

on the educational objectives by the evaluators, and their

de-e phasic by the producers.

Objectives such as "the student will state an increased

number of ways to make money" were taken quite literally by

the evaluators, who did not consider the goal achieved unless



the :sampled students did, in fact, show an increase in their

ability to list ways they could make money. It was clear

from the final program structures, however, that this specific,

literal interpretation of the objectives was not the guiding

force for the production.

In fact this seemed just as well, on reconsideration of

the real and reasonable goals that should be set for such

a project. If the goals had been interpreted literally,

they could have been achieved rather easily by designing

a repetitive presentation of lists, for example, of ways

to make money. (In fact, this might not have been necessary,

considering the great underestimation of children's abilities

and knowledge prior to the programs.)

It was somehow understood implicitly by the production

team, however, that this was not the function for which

the television medium was to be, or should be, used. Rather,

producers' efforts were directed toward creating stimulating

experiences, such that viewers would find the particular

topic interesting, be willing or even anxious to talk about

it afterwards, remember it for some time, and in general

probably undergo certain affective changes, rather than the

cognitive changes that were indicated by the educational

objectives.



This, then, accounts for the rather odd set of circum-

stances, in which virtually no achievement of the declared

objectives could be specifically documented while at the

same time the programs were being pronounced, with some

few qualifications, quite successful. It is a confusion that

can be n_oted in other evaluation projects and suggests that

the administrative process of evaluation be modified and

clarified, in order to gain maximum usefulness from the

evaluation activities.
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APPENDIX A

Objectives for the Five Evaluated
btead S butts t6tic$ Television Units

AA 'Art of tht curriculum development process for
btead S buttelgties, member.; of the design team, in con-
jun,:.ti.)n with tho evaluation team, developed objectives
for the televiT,Ion components of the project.

The television unit is only part of this career
deve1,11mcnt pr,)ie,..7t. This unit is seen as the television
or film Fro,,ram anl the clatIsroom activities immediately
preoedinr and immeliately following its presentation.

st,:tivities taking more than 15 - 20 minutes
are not pirt of the televisic)n unit, even if they are
desi.,,ned TO follow the pro),ram immediately.

The ,-7,11udtion of. the !ive programs discussed in
this; report w 1_4 t,v1v1, in part, on these objectives.



fIELF-INI1Fr4:ENCV A!11 TIT 1VONOMIC SYSTEM (Treasure Hunt)

Rationale:

Inte::%odiAteyouth seeking ways to demonstrate
gr,4ter it:Jepenaono.e and initiative. This can .be express-(Ni

youth to participate in income producing
activ;tiv.,f the homo, ;k7flool and neighborhood. In our

,in-indiyi.duAl's-freedom,.his psychological percep-
:-n ,1T", as well tit; other perceptions of himSelf are

his ability to participate in our economic.
iis!,77 A- th viro=ont of work has shifted from thirhome,

ire lenicd an Opportunity to observe the economic
t h i rt- a--ion it is important that youth be allowed

A:1ff (,:,:p4,rionce the process of producing a product
3111/,: pn.:Ni..Aihr 1 .t,Lvice that can be sold at profit. The

inludt through the several stages of
,btaining capital , selecting a name,

-14aih:n',7 a charter, adopting by-laws,
!,r i-loduction, assigning responsibilities, salary

i:c!.,.t.e.t,Ltaihln,, raw materials, pricing product and/or
of dirctorsi open a bank account,

h a ;rL:A';:tin line, move company into producti.on,
Youth can have their horizons expanded
and authentic options they have to

in f::c e(:onmic sy!;tem.

; ii:
flo,'et;s of troducling income and discover

wn;!, the tli(1=.:nt c.; in achieve economic independence
!:civit:rw, in t!:0 economic system now and in the future.

b't *:.!es or tL, Television Unit:

(: :.t, w tr ing title four the television unit is "Treasure
!;:r.t.")

Y:ewing the television program unit, the student
wi;;:

.. Ixpr.-.3 a thlt he can currently earn money.

Avv.ion:Arcite an increased desire to make



J. 11.1nti!y factors or conditions which may assist
inlividual in tir(linr, W3VS Iv. can make money (e.g.,

rocopnizing neelt: ot people for a product or service, under-
standing one' , abilities, demonstrating responsibility, having
money !,Akes money, etc.) .

4. Will list or state sacrifices one may have to make
) earn money (e.g., visi of losing all money, delay in

01' roturn, veturn to :lame stage of no profit, inter-
pvrt3on.il pro blem.= with others, etc. ).

.

S. List an incre3sed number of ways in which he
,r.;ott,111Y maY MA ke money.



INTI1TP i%'1,'F.P.; (People Need People)

Fationik,:

Ple-idolent:; display boundless energy coupled with
art intertl,e de.lt`c to make one's own decisions. Children
wint ti.) be abl- t.:1 demonstrate their own independence while
at the same tir%,. rind a high degree of acceptance with their
pecn7. In an attt,.mpt to gain social acceptance, the child
1-1rnu that in ordor to be accepted himself he must also be

to p.rdnt atleptance to others.

'.;tu,lents at this age need (a) to view examples of
dep,ndency end inte:Oep:Idency of individuals in the world
of wJrk that will provide models to follow in building more
,iooperative liaison with others; (b) to recognize social
.:,ntributions of each job to the total functioning of man
and ;society; (0) to p7ain respect for the contribution of each
mE,mbor of the t?im, not just for production, but for meeting
each other'-, human needs; and (d) to recognize that different
wori, situations meet varying levels of social and psychological
needo. Instructional activities in the program will stress
an interdependent, interative learning process.

;011:

To fauilitate the student's understanding of how workers
4itpr'hit .0 up : L. bier to meet their physical, social,

trt ply,:holog'ic3/ !- ind to increase the effectiveness
their inter le pendent relationships with others.

Oje,:tive- o the Tel,?vision Unit:

(The wo:king title of the television unit is "People
Pe(T140...' )

A4tor th iclLvi,ion program unit, the studentwill:
1. --,,n.*ratt 33 awareness of interdependency which

1.1 T t!e fcliwin:

'student will state an increased
riumler ol ways man is dependent upon others
Ceocl(Imic to meet physical needs, socio-
p;y(Thol-lrirdl: social reinforcement, compan-
ionship, intellectual growth, need for completion
or clo:ure, etc. ).

-t13-



b. ,liven a product, the student will identify
workers who contributed in an interdependent

!ht. complt.tion of that product {product
in the film is in the area of construction).

0. Given a group work situations the student
will choose when to act independently and when
to depend upon others, describing the appro-
priateness of his behaviors.

d. The student will select a number of workers
for whom there is a mutual dependency of worker
relationships, describing the nature of those
relationships.

e. The student will select one worker upon
whom he is dependent and who in turn is depend-
ent upon him, describing the ways they are
interdependent.

2. Demonstrate an awareness that in many work situations,
the individual will hive to choose from among his independency
an-I dependency needs, with consequent compromise.



DiVISION MAKIIW (1)e,.isi,:Ins, Decisions)

Rationale:

Intermediate youth need to understand how to develop
.teciqion making :11killt: and the opportunity to apply decision

daily. They need to recognize and experience
thr. ,nirol that thoy in exert over their lives when they
cwi'l7 a rationtl aprv-"IA::h to decision making. Therefore,

t ai/e arP ready to explore the factors that in-
ti .p let-isle:11 and the fact that they are responsible
f,r the ont.-omPs of their decisions.

;,i1:
AppliPs decision making process in selecting and ex-

pLainini, a number .1! hypothetical options and discovers
fi,ti!.; that influence decisions and possible present and

consequen,:el of given decisions.

hjectives for the Television Unit:

After viewing the. television program unit, the student
will :

. Do3cribe :me or more factors in the decision making
process, Ln.lch as:

a. gathering more in

b. considering consequences of both alter-
natives

e. e,'nsideriag how the alternatives relate
to values, etc.

2. liven sever .al situations in which decisions are
madu, listinguish between proactive and reactive approaches
used.

3. I (Jentify one or .more current decisions in his life
tha have career relevance.



:IELr-MARIFICATIN Myeelt and Maybe)

_'hildren at those ages have the capacity to compare themselves_
with :fn: differentilta themselves from significant-others in
tere,! iri!erelt,l, ideas, beliefs, abilities, likes-end dislikes,
tr4pi! :Lilis. Because children have a wide range
of interet at the:',e ages, it is important to provide a broad
rankte .experiene which enable them to expand their clarifi-
ation .fsel: o develop positive self images.

'1:i1J!rel, of those ages are moving from a,stage of initial
selt-Awlrone.:le to one of crystalizing an independent self-concept.
71'0 int!.)dectionef differing cultures and life styles .of a wide

eseential to that process.. To extend .the
f.,7r iiientitication beyond `the perimeters of the school

s..ietv ?'Ives the child a more realistic range of ego-ideals
from wh i ch chose.

To incrveae clarification and acceptance of himself, his
nd I-ehavier, and his evolving self and aspirations
lamer society.

'1-lect:7en for the relevisionUnit:

(The work ee title (-f- the television unit is "The Bead Necklace.)

Atter viewine the television program unit, the student

1. lescribe twc, ,-)t, more ways in which one acquires self
rtwereness or verifies a self image (e.g., experiences, associations
with nthers and the feedt,ack given, reading etc.).

2. 'tive an example of how self-clarification and/or a
positive feeling about self may come as a result of taking a risk.

Draw a parallel between a self characteristic and an
ability, interest, value, or attitude of another person.

4. Identify at lease one way he might reality test an
assumption about himself.



1.4AAT I f SuCCFSS? (success story)

Fationale:

Chillren, durins the intermtsiiate years, express a heightened
desire for recognition: they are concerned about, and affected
by, their successes and failures. As they explore their ideas
about success, they need to experience and recognize: (1) the
fact that success often stems from meeting social, economic, and
psychological needs; (2) the variety of ways by which success
may be achieved: (3) that their success is often dependent upon
establishing cooperative working relationships with others;
(4) how their needs may differ from others, thus, affecting personal
criteria for success: (5) factors that make for success at work
such as a sense of achievement, recognition, work itself, respon-
sibility, etc.; and (6) the difference between internal and
fIxternal factors that affect their emerging definition of success.

Goal:

To explore both internal and external dimensions of success,
define success for himself and project possible present and future
implications his definition of success might have in his several
life roles.

Objectives for the Television Unit:

After viewing the television program unit, the student will:

1. Cite examples of individuals who may be considered success-
ful in different ways and give several criteria which distinguish
their success.

2. Clive several criteria of success which he considers
appropriate for himself at this time of his life.

I. Five an example of when one may be successful, though
not considered so in the eyes of others.

4. Describe an experience where he was considered successful
in the eves of others, but not in his own eyes; report why and
how he felt.



APPENDIX B

SOME TEACHERS' REACTIONS

Although the unanalyzed raw data obtained from this
prolect are much too voluminous to present in this report, a
certain lack of representativeness is created by summary
presentations only. A sample of the data, on the other hand,
could be misleading and wide distribution would not be
appropriate. In an attempt to arrive at a compromise on
this issue, one question was selected from the questionnaire
administered to the classroom teachers, and the complete
results are presented below.

The question selected was relatively neutral in tone,
and was asked as the final question in all five of the evaluated
programs. Following is the question and the list of responses
trom all teachers who participated:

"Have` you any additional. comments on the program and
its utility in your classroom? Please express your opinion
as fully as possible."

Treasure Hunt

Twenty-five teachers responded. Eleven had no comments.
The remainder are presented below.

"1 peot4onatey think that attitudea towakd use oi money
shvutd be stressed. They eatned just to enjoy; maybe theke
wele othel vbjectives Sot the money use."

"I enjoyed and appmeciated it."

411 was undot the imp4ession this was a oogtam in eakee4
education. I Sett tee much stitess wa6 ptaced on making money."



"I thought it would be a good vehicte iot a "vatuea"
discussion period."

"Making money -- this concept can be toed to ideating
pupits with sttengths and weaknesses in Chia a4ea."

"1 would be yell inteteated in seeing the others paogtama
tetated to this subject."

"The idea oi intetest, toans, etc. io good 4ot these
kids to know about. Futthetting this would de6inttely be
benrAicial to them."

"Mote time could be needed. Especially with a class
tike mine that need time, tiulthet exptaining. Queationnaike
toe tong and boring. Discussion could have been bettek."

"Carnival backg'wund noise was distaacting. I could
tiollow the atoxy because I had !read the synopsis. Close
ups oi the chi tdten tatking were het phut in undekstanding
how each child Wt."

"The class liked it."

"Intetesting apptoach to Values."

"The ptoqtam was excellent -- it meets the needs of the
students -- the students enjoyed the ptogtam. We need mote
ptegtams eike this because it was ketated ditectty to the
studenta."

"A tittte mote emphasis on the idea that we tive in a
wotfd vi wotk. To have the things we want, we must work
not them. Any honest welk ia honviable,"

"The ptegtam will be useAut in that the students need
guidance in developing and becoming Itesponsibte individacits.
This plogtam cettainty se'tve as a needed guide."

People Need People

Fifteen teachers responded. Six had no comments. The
remainder are presented below.

"Excettent 1 can't watt to see and wotk with chieden
on this Seltic6."
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"The teamwotk apptoach in the 6votball sequence was good.
It can be e66ectivelo used to show pupils that winning ok
i'..esing a game is a tesult ej wotking togethek."

Also, the woman lineman segment showed that pecson
is capable 06 doing a certain, type o6 job it doesn't depend
on whether' the wotket 4:4 mate on demate. Too, it showed how
aft membets had to wink together', to get a good job done.°

"These two episodes can be netated to evety-day events
in school."

"1 appneciated the pottion about the "fines exson."
As a teacher., 1 am ttying to vitae cettain attL.tutlto about
Women. We need mete o6 this! I think this pkogkam could
be used e66ectivety in my etass."

"1 6eel that this would be a yety wokthwhite pkogaam
6ot boys and Otis to view on tetevision. I betieve mote
dialogue would add mote "cofot" to the ptogtam. this
ptogtam t much needed in out etementaky schools. Boo and
gitts oi5 this age level shoutd begin thinking and wattling
toward theft. cateets."

"Due to the tiact v intettaciat grumps viewing this
seties, 1 do beet perhaps many taces should be used)
examptes: Japanese, Chinese, etc."

"tiy class needs this exposute to the tact that people
need to cooperate' and get atong. Quite o6ten at this age
they don't {reel as though they need anyone. this is good
6tom a human telations standpoint.

There is a vety contempota4y apptoach and 1 keatty liked
I know they did."

"A6tet discussing (tout deginition o6 caftee4 devetopnent,
I think this i6 a great means o6 appkoaching this topic. I

think it i6 vatuabte to have the kids evacuate theik "'totes"
in tOe new and how di66ekent gtoups o people hetp and need
each otk.:1."

"Colot makes this ptoglam even moue appeafing. In out
school we have no colot menitots. It would be .interesting
to tun a test group with a btack-and-white set to ACC i the
intetest levet was 46 high. 1 Oa this ptogtam and Avae6
We a need 604 good glade-levet materials in cakeek education."

"Excellently done! So many possibitities 604 in depth
diseussien:"
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LieN,%11 n!:ipondcd. ;4,41 no comments. Tht
remainder :1rt. ilrented Lolow.

"Cute 6ong.as inttoduction.
These put tit gladets need situations btought to them--

to make them think. They have evelything done Set them - -i"

"I have taeke4 with two othet teachets, who .have done..
a fot 04 wothteith vaeues ctatitifcationand I have become
vety intetested in this area. I thought 476 many points of
discussion that we're tfiggefed by this ptog,am."

"Cfosefy tefated to. the students' own expetfence6. A
pfebfem any one oti them cvued be ot has been cvn44onted with."

"1 lic'i't' that ouI students need oppottunitie6 ouch 46
this to ewtess theit Aeefings on non-academic subjects
such as vaeues and decision making. This pkoptam woutd be
vafuabie in "starting the baff toffing" tiot many classroom
discussiens."-

"I Levutd very much enjoy a semi-legutal use oi ptogtams
e; this matufe. I de, howevelo beffeve that the ptogtam,
in :itsce.4, woufd.be vet!, ine44ective. A ge6d goltow-up
cise (coued be essentiaf in insuAing that the'message is made

Aeso, di6iefent apploaches and aclivities woutd have
tO be empfoyed of the semi-legufa pitoglam woutd be ine4ifec-
tive. In essence then I'm sauing that to make this a ftewa4d-
ing activity both students and teachers much be oteative,
intelested and itee to communicate."

nes, Myself, and M,iybu

(...;eventeen toa.Aler:; r;e:iponded. Six hdd no comments.
Tht ;:rtnied below.

6ei:t it pointed out the sef6-awafeness aspect
career education, howvvel, I have my doubts as to the
eigectiveness as a "one-shot" thing. (1 teafize the4e 41C
mole in the seli,ss, but ale they vn the same topic?)"

"1 don't exactfy see its feervance to ealteek educations."

"Ioo many points welt! unefeat ducting the tefevision
Oonfam. I think chifdlen sheuld be made awatte o6 the objec-
rives as is the (teachel?)."



"1 liked the use of a middle-class minotity iamity as
The main chaactets 06 the.ptoglam. Good fort botminotity
gteups and the Angle chitdten. ,Many childlen should beneiit
610m the iitm if they can tetate thein insecutity and tack
04 set6-con6idence to VeAnne's."

"1 would tike to have mote 06 Otis type of pogtam."

"This ptagtam is exceftent in getting the childaen
to see themselves as having the same 6eats etc. as otheas --
inctuding adutta. This witt hetp them tto.thinga they have
been ailaid to take p4tt in. I betieve the lack. o6 atti
coniidence is one o6 the hatdest ttaits to ovetcome (peasonat
expetience)."

"Sound could be improved. Thi6 yea't the taciat balance
in my 100m made this plogtam very eilceetive."

"We have a numbet 1)6 6itm eittip6 and tecolds, but I
geet that a movie type" ptesentation is mote neatiatic."

"May be better in a sett contained class situation
whene ptobtems.o4 students in di66etent areas (academic of
saciae) would be appatenti"

"Evety 6i6th gtaden should be-awatd o$ the poaitive
teiutta which good eitizenahip 4i604(16,

. In otde Lo .be
a good citizen, a child must-have a heatthy 8et6-concept.
Thii ptogtam aids in presenting guide tinea in .this tine."

"I Ott the ptogtam gave opportunity fort student:1,#°
discuss questions they. have had -- and problems; 1 do
believe it 'depends upon the teachets interest, however, and
Y can teadity ate negative-atmo6pheata /wining the possibility
lot gtowth among the students and theft patticipation. Them
mu be a "ttust teVet" opt there can be no discussion."

Success

Seventeen teachers responded. Nine had no comments.
The remainder are presented below.

"I am tooking iatwatd to aeting a butt synapsis o6 the
entite show, not just a single btoadcast. I feet that it
t& a vety wotthwhite ptogtam -- one that 1 feet will be a
great teaching aid."

"1 think that mole shows tike thin would benedit the
kids. Vocational planning could begin in Etementaty schoot."
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"Thia pleg7am waa ugly good. IA it to pteaented, 1
!Jean to uSf it t a my efaasleem. I 30104 to 'Silt a need
at this time in a students' aehoof

"The ptogtam W46 pteaented in a teatistic mannet as
that the students intetesta wee maintained. This givea
the students a baekgtound Aot acme eonsttactive thought
aitetwatds."

"This plegNIM can be vet!, uoeiut in getting 4tudenta
to tatk about how they view theia Sutute.b

"1 geet may students woutd enjoy the ptogtam and beneiit
g1om it. Chitdten need to start _catty and plan what theit
cateeks ate to be."

"Good Act out Human Sehaviot atao."

"1 think that thin ptogtam, i used on a 4egatat baaia,
wowed be a vend important teatning expetience Act theit
iutute deciaiona Oft wott."
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APPENDIX C

Attention Measures

The use of attention measures to examine television programs
is based on the assumption that if -the audience is not watching,
it is not learning. This assumption does not mean that what
is to be gained from the program is necessarily visual and that
the audio track is superfluous. It does suggest that if students
in a classroom are not watching the television monitor, they are
likely to be doing something else. Attention to the screen is
thus a nncessary though not sufficient condition for optimal learning,

There are several attention measures in use in children's
television. the most widely known being Children's 'television
Workshop's (Palmer's) distracter method. The bread d butterflies
Project uses a pair of observers to record sequences of viewing
and attention patterns. The data from numerous classes are then
grouped to obtain a program profile of attention for each tenth
second of program running time. The resulting profile charts often
can suggest sections of program material that maintain high interest
levels and those that lose the student viewers.

In the data obtained in the bread & butterflies evaluation,
essentially the same pattern of attention was found across grade
levels, geographic regions, and socio-economic groups. Use
of color or black-and-white television sets did appreciably not
influence the pattern. The data are remarkably consistent for the
programs in this study.

The method used to obtain attention data from classrooms is
further explained by a careful reading of the directions for using
the Attention Profile Form.



ATTENTION PROFILE SYSTEM

DUring this program each team of observers will be checking
to see whether selected students are watching the program as it
progresses. To do this, you will need the Attention Profile Form.
(agree in advance who will be Observer #1 and Observer #2),
a-pen or pencil, and a watch with a sweep second hand. Before the
program begins, check .the classroom layout. You'will'probably have
to find extra chairs so that there can be two observers' seats in
the front of the Classroom on either side of the 'television set.
You will be watching the st4dents While they are watching the
.program so try for the broadest possible line of sight (including
students in the back row).

Each observer will be noting the attention of ten students
throughout the program. Once you have your seat established,
each observer shoald"mentally pick out two groups of five. students
to follow--alternately--during the program. You will record your
observations first of one group, and then. of the other. You should
be able to see each group easily as a single unit. All five faces
should be visible in a single glance. The students selected for
each group should not all be in the same row or column of seats.
"Within your two groups, try to inclUde some of those sitting in
the back of the room.

Each observer will be making one observation every 20 seconds.
Observer #1 will begin at. 0:00 (and check again at 0:20 and 0:40,
etc.). Observer #2 will begin at 0:10 (and check again at 0:30
and 0:50, etc.). Since you won't be able to see the program as
the class is seeing it, the audio cues on the Attention Profile
Form should help to keep you on time. (The first oue "drum beat
begins" indicates the start of the program opening.) Listen
to the dialogue and sound track so that you don't loose your
place. It is important that the observations be taken quickly
and accurately. At each observation point look and see if at
that instant each pair of eyes is directed towards the teleVision.
TEE7 Iketoora your observations in the square (next to the time)
on the Form. If all five students are watching, write "5"; if
three are watching, "3." If some members of the group are not
visible at the instant of observation, record the number of viewers
over the number of visible students. Thus, "3/4" means that four
students were visible, and three of them were watching "Treasure
Hunt."

Don't for et to alternate groups: Observer #1 will check
his group A. at :0157 group B at 0:20, group A at 0:40, group B
at 1:00, etc.; Observer #2 will check his group A at 0:10,
group B at 0:30, group A at 0:50, group B at 1:0, etc.

One final xeminder, it is the watching behavior that you are
interested in observing. If the students are doubled over laughing
because of something that happened in the program, they may be
responding to the television program, but at the instant of obser-
vation, they may not be watch'
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SUCCESS STORY

ATTENTION PROFILE FORM

Observer #1 Observer #2

:00
-

. .

drum beat begins ltl

..
.

.

iI

:26 :30 7tirplane motor begins

:40 . :50 Plane motor sound changes

1:00 1:10 music begins

1:20 1:30

1:40 e'1:it ti what you want to do" 1:50 "what it is"
....

2:00 "you got to find" 2:10 NI success for me"
,..

2:20 "for us to survive" 2:30

2 40 2:50 Dworkin ,"

3:00 3:10 "Hey, Dave" .

3:20 "with this wood" 3:30

3:40 "you jest loaf around here" 3:50 "man could make livin'"

4:00 "I found out my father" 4:10 "you had to be good at sports"

.4:20 "by myself" 4:30 .

4:40 4:50 boys yelling

5:00 5:10

5 :20 "we gonna play some football" 5:30 "just like everybody else"

5:40 ' "neighborhood", 5:50 "get into those images"

6;00 "people did...but I saw them" 6:10 "when I went lookin"

6:20 "my father" 6:30

6 :40 "wasn't a hard job" 6:50

7 :00 "I'd probably be still workin47:10 ."three"

7:20 "you're in a good position" 7:30 "you have the chance

7:40 7tirborn,,, military polir:!e' 7:50 "telling me what was"

PLEASE TURN OVER
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8:00 8:10

8:20 "difet-rent than anything". -8:30- around ..."'

'8:40 "something that you had" 8:50 "realize that you could be!,

9:00 "dropping a weight" 9:10 walk a little taller"'

9:20 9:30

9140 9:50

10:00 10:10

10:20 10:30 "freedom in your mind"

10:40 "all inward things" 10:50' "to the same old lilf

11:00 "changes that I had gone" 11:10 that I didn't have to"

11:20 "I'd been drawing all my" 11:30 "cause this change"

11:40 "decided to be the actor" 11:50 "my own life"

12-00 "I cut, I sew, and I do" 12:10 "independence"

3.2:20 "the prestige thing" 12:30 "my whole fate"

12:40 "beautiful, beRutiful" 12:50

13:00 "yea..." 13:10 "stand back and let"

13:20 "ya know,.." 13:30

13:40 13:50 "because you'll feel it"

14:00 . "crossed the goal line" 14:10 music stop

4 2.



APPENDIX e

:valuatio Instruments From a Representative
6/Lead 6 buttttitie6 Program Evaluation

Rather than include all forms use,i, in the evaluation's
data collection process (a redundant and perhaps meaningless
exercise), evaluation forms from one program were selected
as representative Of the materials and processes used for
each of the five programs.

"Success Story" was the program chosen; the set of
materials included here were used in 18 classrooms with
more than 400 children. These materials include:

a. a cover letter to participating classroom
teachers;

b. a non-duplicative set of evaluation mate-
rials for the two post-viewing evaluation
conditions and the one pre-viewing oondition.

* With the exception of the Attention Instrument,
the materials in this appendix are Copyright 0 by
Educational Testing Service. All- rights' reserved.
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bear. Teacher:,

National Instructional Television (NIT) is developing a

new series of lessons fOr classroom use with nine-to-twelve

.Year. 61.0.. The series is on career ,development and has a

television component for students.A.S..well-aa'Written materials.
for teachers. _The series is called "bread & butterflies" and

deals with career 'development concepts that will .heIp,children

:in their future career choices. The. enclosed brochure will
cive you some idea of the approach this series takes.

The first few programs in the series are. now, ready for

evaluation. Your state and local education and television
have. been active in the development and financial

support of this project. They. have also .agreed to partici-

pate in the evaluation. The evaluation process is being

developed by Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New
Jersey, and the activities are being. conducted under their

direction. We need your assistance to provide a natural

ClaSsroom setting for the evaluation.

Your local agency will be in contact with you to set

up a time when we could come into your classroom. We would

like to show the program and follow it with questionnaires
and interviews. The entire process should not take more

than 4 minutes. After readine the enclosed Teacher's Guide,

you may want to do other things relating to the program
after we have departed.

There will be two observers, in your classroom during and

of the program. Their role will be to show the program,
observe the students during the presentation, and ask them
to complete a Auestionnaire after it is over. .A few students

will be asked, instead, to go to a different room for a

group interview.



The evaluators will also ask you to fill out two brief
questionnaires:'one asks for your reaction to the,pragram
itself; the other, to-the Teacherts Guide.- 1f-the evaluators.would like you to conduct an immediate follow-up lesson Oasedeither on the Guide or, If you prefer, on your own material}they will let you know in advance.

A coordinator for your area will give you more specificdetails of the upcoming evaluation. We hope yoa and yourstudept find the evaluation of this new program an inter-ecting experience.
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Director of Evaluation
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PACKET A*
(post-viewing administration)

This packet is to be used primarily after the television
.
program has been shown. The post-viewing instruments should,
be administered after the teacher has had up to 15-20 minutes
of follow-up discussion or activity.

This packet contains:

* 1 Observer's Class Profile (green) pp. gl
2 Attention Profile System (pink) pp. 93

* 2 Attention Profile Forms (pink) . . . pp. 95

* 1 Instructions for End-of-Program Interview/
Interviewer's Questionnaire (yellow) . . pp. 97

* 1 End-of-Program Interview Form (EOPSI). . pp. 99
1 Instructions for End-of-Program

Questionnaires (EOPQ) (blue) pp.101
*30 End-of-Program Questionnaires (white). - pp.103
* T Post-,Viewing Activity Form (green) . . . pp.105
* 1 Teadher's Questionnaire (white). . . . pp.107
* 1 Teacher's Guide Teacher Evaluation (blue). pp.109

* Please Return * Pieces to:

Saul Rockman
NIT
Box A
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

*Post-Viewing Activity Form was not included in Packet B.



PACKET B
(post-viewing administration)

This packet is to be used primarily after the television
program has been shown. The posti.viewing instruments should
be used without the teacher having any follow-up activity or
discussion in the classroom.

This packet contains:

* 1 Observer's Class Profile (green) pp. 91
2 Attention. Profile System (pink) pp. 93

* 2 Attention Profile Forms (pink) PP. 95
* 1 Instructions for End-of-Program Interview,

Interviewer's.Questionnaire (yellow) . . . pp. 97
* 1 End-of-Program Interview Form (EOPSI). . . pp. 99

1 Instructions for End-of-Program Question
Questionnaire (EOPQ). (blue) . . pp.101

*30 End-of-Program Questionnaires (white)... . pp.103
* 1 Teacher's Questionniare (white). . . . pp.107
* 1 Teacher's Guide Teacher Evaluation (blue). pp.109

* Please Return * Pieces to:
Saul Rockman
NIT
Box A
Bloomington, Indiana 47401



teacher's name
teacher's sex:
grade level

OBSERVER'S CLASS PROFILE

Ai or

Total number of students in class: . Please complete the
student population chart below.

Black
White

American Indian
Oriental

Spanish Surname
Other

14 F

1141,..1.

IM1*...PP
.11.0.0.
11...1M1

The general socio-economic background of the class is: (check one)

lower class middle class upper-middle class
lower-middle class upper class

3. The overall mental ability of the students is: (check one)

retarded
low ability

average ability above average ability
gifted

The school's community is; (check one)

rural suburban
urban/inner city urban (other than inner city)
other

5. The classroom setting is: (check one)

self-contained classroom open pod
team teaching other

6. The teacher's experience with career- development is: (check one)

developed materials in career development

taught specific career development program

read quite a bit about career development

had some exposure to career development

had no exposure to career development

(PLEASE TURN)
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How long did it take the class as a whole to settle down and
watch attentively?

0. min. 1 min. 2 min. 3 min. 4 min. 5 or,more
min.

8. About what percentage of the class was continually attentive
44 to the program?

0% 10% 20% 30 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

tr.

ga.

4
. How many times did the teacher have to re-establish order with
one or more students during the program?

0 1 3 4 5 or more

10. Whfit. part: of the program received the least amount of attention?

11. Durin6 the program was the amount of talking, not related to
the program: (check one)

a great deal a little almost non-existent

12. Did the studentz react to the humorous scenes by laughing at
the appropriate places, or was the laughter sporadic and
in unusual places? Are there any unintentionally funny scenes?

/3. Please use the remaining pace to comment on the behavior of
the class during the telnvision program.



ATTENTION PROFILE .SYSTEM

Durinr this prig ram each team of observers will be checking
to, see whether selected students are watMing the program as it

.4r.yresses., To do this, you will need the Attention Profile Form
,:,(agree in advance who will be Observer #1 and Observer #2),
a, Pea or pencil..-and a watch with aswee0:second_hand., Beforethe
Frogram-beigins, cheek the .class room layout. You probably have
tojind extra chairs so thatthere can be. two",ohaerves'-Seats'in'
'the front' 'of-:the ClassrOot'on either side of the television set.

be watchinr, the students while. they are watching the
program .so try for the broadest, possible line of sight (incIUding
students in the back row).

. . .

Each observer will be noting the attention of ten students
throughout the program. Once you ,have your seat_established,
each observer should mentally pick out two groups of five students
,to.follow--alternately--during theprOgram. You will record your
-observations first of one group, and then of, the other. You should
:beLAble to see each group easily.as.a single unit.. All five faces
shOuld be visible in a single glande.' The'students selected for
each .group should not all be in the same tow or column of seats.
Within your two groups, try to include-some of those sitting in
the back. of the room.

Each observer will be making one observation every 20 seconds.
Observer # I will begin at 0:00 (and cheek again at 0:20 and 0:40,
etc.). Observer. # 2 will begin at 0:10 (and check again at 0:30
and 0:50, etc.). Since you won't be able to see the program as
the class is seeing it, the audio cues on the Attention Profile
Form should help to keep you on time (The first cue "drum beat
begins" indicates the start of the program opening.) Listen
to the dialogue and sound so that you don't loose your
place. It is important that the observations be taken quickly
and accurately. At each observation point look and see if at
that instant each pair of eyes is directed towards the teliffsion
17r: Record your observations in the square (next to the time)
on the Form. If all five students are watching, write "5"; if
three are watching, "3". If some members of the group are not
visible at the instant of observation, record the number of viewers
over the number of visible students. Thus, "3/4" means that four
students were visible, and three.of them were watching "Treasure
Hunt ".

Don't forget to alternate groups: Observer # .1 will check
his group A at 0:07 FIRTFUgt-0:20, group A at 0:40, group B
at 1:00, etc.; Observer # 2 will check his group A at 0:10,
group B at 0:30, group A at 0:50, group trogh 1:10, etc.

One final reminder, it is the watching behavior that you are
interested in observing. If the students are doubled over laughing
because of something that happened in the program, they may be
responding to the television program, but at the instant of obser-
vation, they may not be watching.
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Observer # 1

"ME, MYSELF, ANO MAYBE"

ATTENTION PROr1LE FORM

CI CO /N
Aka

Observer 1 2

:00 drum beat begins :10

:20 :30

:40 "laugh at you" :50

1

"scream at you"
-

1:00 1: 10 "role playing"

L:20 1:30

1:40 "be next?" 1:50 "Diane, now

2:00 2:10
...

2:20. "not usini a pay phone" 2:30

2:40 "any minute" 2:50 Mall this trouble"
1

3:00 "cook like this" 3:10

3':20 3:30 "get to entertain them"

3:40 skills too" 3:50 "it's OK"

4;00 4:10 L

__......

4 :20 "help me with the map" 4:30 "get the knack"

4:40 4:50

5:00 "4550" 5:10 -

..

"Where you goin"5:20 5:30

5:40 "come in here" 5:50

6:00 6:10 "tie knots to make"

6:20 "1 know what you can do" 6:30

6:40. "a little loose" 6:50

7:00 7:10 F"1 don't know"

7:20 "what, you like to do" 7:30

7:40 7:50 "easier when"

8:00' "three times as dressy" 8:10 "laugh at you?"

PLEASE TURN OVER



8:20 "why not?" 8:30

8;40 8:50 stay in bed"

9:00 9:10

9:20 9:30 put your hand up"

9:40 feedi g the animals" 9:50 put your hand up"

10:00 10:10

10:20 "didn't matter" 10:30 awing machine steps

10:40 10:50' a whole bunch"

11:00 "or a disc jockey" 11:10

11 :20
.

"every time 1 do something" 11:30

11:40, 11:50 could you teach me how?"

12:00 12:10 David"
....................

12:20 12:30 Diane's hand is up"

12;40 12:50

13:00 very good 13:10 a lot of f n"

13:20 13:30

13:40 13:50

14:00 "1 can't tako this" 14:10 ymbal ends program

.96-



After the interview, lease.complete the questionnaire on other

EVALUATORS' INSTRUCTIONS FOR
%ES'S

td
END-i0E-PROGRAMSTJaNT INTERVIEW (EOM)

Among the things to accomplish during the first few minutes in the class
room, prior to the onset of the program is to select-three (3) or four
(4y students to be interveiwede Obtain the name of every seventh student
on the teacher's rolebbok, if the child is present. If absent, continue
to the next seventh child., Return baCk to the beginning of the rolebook
until three or four students are obtained (i.e., in a class of 25; select
numbers 7,140 21, 3 .10, etc. until three or four students, present are
selected).

...After the program, or after the post - viewing discussion, request the
selected, -students to follow you to alwedetermined interview area .---.
a'SeParate room, if,possible.

IntrodUce yourself.to the Studentssif they have not met .you before:.

Tell-the StudentS,that you are there to :find oust what they lotiwalw.
N311 they feel about certain things. Explain to -them that the people
who made' the program are interested in what they think of the program
and. if they learned anything from it.

'ASSure, the students that the interview is not like a test And therefore
there:areno.right or wrong answers to the questions. Tell them that
fthey will receive no grade for their answers. Explain to them that
their names will not be associated with what they say, 30 that they can
be more free to give whatever answer they feel is the best one.

When interviewing the students, u$e the interview form as a guide.
Strict adherence to the wording of the questions is not required.

When students have difficulty in responding, it is appropriate to probe
using questions that will help them to formulate responses, however
this, does not mean that you are to Eilet. them answers to the questions
1:717tartilm wnragree, or driligree w hth7 -a11131g youi have provided.

You will be interviewing several) students at a time. You will have
to use your judgment in writing down a consensus of the responses as
well as any unusual individual responses. Try to capture as many of

.
students' own phrases as possible. .

After all questions have been answered, offer to respond to any questions
the students might have about the program, the follow-up or the evalua-
tion. Please make note of the questions asked and please be honest in
your responses.

Return the students to the classroom, thanking them for their cooperation.



INTERVIEWER!S to UESTIONAAIHE

Did the responses obtained during the interview come primarily from

Dr one student
two of the students

igr all but one of 'the students

spread fairly evenly among the students
Comments;

2. How accurately did you record the students words?

paraphrase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 exact words

Comments:

3. How much (%) of what was said were you able to record?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 1099

Comments:

4. Please note any additional information or observations of the
students which would help in analyzing your interview data:

5. What questions did the students ask you?

6. Have you any comments on the interview in general which woad help
in analyzing the interview data?

-98-



SUCCESS ENDOF-PROGRAM STRUCTURED INTERVIEW

What was the name of the man in the program? (Record. all
answers including disagreements.)

. What did success mean to the man in the program?

What does success mean to you?

Do you know what the sign on the leather shop said? (If
no answer, prompt for or supply "The Cow's Outsides." Record
if you supplied the answer.) What does this (it) mean?

5. When the man in the program went into the leather shop, what.
did you think would happen? What was he doing there? (Prompt
to discover if the students knew he owned the store.)

(nun TURN) SOPS!



Do you know anybody Who feels successful, even though other
people don't think he is? Tell me about- him 01" her.

Tell me about-a time when you were successful at something.
How did you know you were successful?

Have you ever done something and everyone told you that
you were successful, but you didn't think so? Tell me
about it. (Probe.) Why did you feel you weren't success-
ful? How did you feel about it?

rinish each sentence:

9. The best part of the program is:

10. The worst parts of the program are:

11. The parts of the program I would change area

EOPSI
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SUCCESS END-OF-PROGRAN STRIXTURED INTERVIEW

What was the name of thelnan in the program? (Record all
answer' including disagreements.)

What did success mean to the man i.n the program?

What does success mean to you?

Do you know what the sign on the leather shop said? (If
no answer, prompt for or supply "The Cow'e Outsides." Record
if you supplied the answer.) What does this (it) mean?

5. When the man in the program went into the leather shop, what
did you think would happen? What was he doing there? (prompt
to discover if the students knew he owned the store.)



iron

. Do you know, anybody who feels successful, even though other
people don't think he is? Tellve about him or her.

Tell me about a time when you were successful at something.
Sow did you know you were successful?

Have you ever done something and everyone told you that
you were successfi1, but you didn't think so? Tell me
about it. (Probe.) Why did you feel you weren't success-
ful? How did you feel about it?

Finish each sentence:

9. The best part of the program is:

10. The worst parts of the program are:

11. The parts of the program I would change are:

-100-
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EVALUATORSt INSTRUcTIONS

FOR

END-OF-PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE (EOPQ)

gita0"-t

Introduce yourself to the students if theY.havenot met you before.

Tell the students that you are there to find out what they know
and how they feel about certain things.

. Assure the students that the questionnaire is rot a test and
that there are no right or wrong answers -to the questions. Tell
them that they will receive no grades on the questionnaire.

Instruct them not, to write their names on the questionnaires.
Explain to them that this guarantees that their names will not
be associated with what they write, so that they can be more
free to write down whatever answer they feel is the best one.

Ask the students not to spend a great deal of time on each question,
but do emphasize that they should try to complete the questionnaire
to the best of their ability.

Ask the students to follow directions carefully when they are
asked to circle, check, write an answer, etc.

7. Read the questions clearly and slowly so that maximum compre-
hension is attained. Repeat each question if it seems appro-
priate.

Occasionally suggest that the students write down their own
ideas rather than copying someone else's paper.



Boy girl

SUCCESS QUESTIONNAIRE

Check-44 the box which best describes how you feel about success.

Success means: zeft not sure no

1. working hard 1 3 1 [ 1

2. doing what you like to do [ [ 1 t I

3. doing a job that other people think is important [ 3 [ 3 [

gitting a job done 1 1 1 1 1 1

. being famous 1 3 1 1 3

. feeling good after finishing a job [ T [

. doing a job well 1 [ j 1 1

What was the name of the man in the program?

What did success mean to the man in the program?(Check V more than. one).

Dotting paid well for a job

E3 choosing what he wanted to do

Ej working his way up in the post office

jumping out of airplanes

working hard on a form

Cl working on a job where he used his talents

0 doing what he enjoyed

10. The man in the program made several decisions. When did he have the chance to
make decisions? (Check (e) more than one.)

[J in the army [3 in the leather shop

E3 on the farm E3 in the airplane

E] in the post office E3 with the school gang

(Please Turn)
EOPQ



11. Succors, mama different things at different. ,times in your life.
Mies n-the man in the program was in high school success was:
(Check (v#) more .than one.)

E3 working on a farm 0 getting good grades

O being good at football driving a big car

going to college, 0 winning an art prilte

having lots of friends 0 having lots of money

12. Think about a time when you were successful at something. How did
You know you were successful?

13. -What does success mean to you?

rinish the sentence

14. The best part of the program is

15. The worst part of the program is

16. The parts of the program I would change are

-104-
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POST -VIEWING ACTIVITY

1. Did the teacher'appiar to have done any advanced. preparation
for the program? yes no

Comment

2 If a class discussion was the follow-up activity for part of
the follow-up activity), please rate the discussion on. the
following scales:

teacher
dominated 1 2

dealt only
with program 1 3

4
student
dominated

dealt only .-

6 7 with concepts

length of discussion: minutes.

Comment:

3. Describe the nature of the discussion and record briefly what
happened in the classroom. (For example, "teacher talked for
a few minutes about ways to earn money, student interrupted
with a question about Monica's sister....")

4. If activity, other than a discussion took place, please give
a running account of the activity and the total time used.



"SUCCESS STORY" TEACHER VEMONAATRE

BACKGROUND

°rale level 2. Numtier (If students

, Years of teaching experience: years.

Years of experience using classroom television: Years,

How, many different television programs does your cla s view during
an average Week?

1 2 4 5 L." 6 C 7 or Dore 0

OBJECTIVES

Would you pleasr3 rate each of the program's objectives (listed below)
on two *riterla--(a) their value and importance to your teaching

-a,Aivities, and (b) how close the lesson came to achieving each
objective. Circle the number which best reflects your feelings.

1. The student will cite examples of individuals who may be considered
sucoersful In different ways and give several criteria which
distinguish their success.

.r important 1 3 4 5 6 7 unimportant
(b) achieved 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not achieved

2. The student will give several ,.riteria of success which he considers
appropriate for himself at this time of his life.

(a) important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unimportant
(b) achieved 1 2 3 4 6 7 not achieved

The student will give an example of when one may be successful,
though not considered so In the eyes of others,

) important 1 3 4 5 6 7 unimportant
) achieved 1 2 3 h 5 6 7 not achieved

4. The atudent will de:/cribe an experience where he was considered
suessful in the eyes of others, but not in his own eyes and report
why and how hc-i felt.

fol
importInt
achieved

1 D 3 4 6 unimportant
1 2 3 4 6 not achieved

PROGRAM

1. How would you rate your students' interest in the program?

very high L7 low
average

47 high C very low

Comments:
-107-
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Comments: (cont.)

Would you use this program again with your class if you were
teaching a unit on career development?

L7 yes 17 I don't know

Comments:.

Were the topic, content,, and vocabulary levels of this program
appropriate for your class?

Z7 appropriate

Comments:

47 I don't know 0 inappropriate

Were there any portions of this program that appeared to be
particularly effective or meaningful? Please comment.

Were there any portions of this program that seemed especially
inappropriate or distasteful to you or your class? Please comment.

Judged against other school television programs you have used,
this program is:

L7 superior below average
L7 average

Q above average L7 bottom of the barrel

7. Have you any additional comments on the program and its utility
in your classroom? Please express your opinion as fully as possible.



TEACHERS' EVALUATION OF
THE TEACHER'S GUIDE-

BEST COPY MAORI £

,ow much (%) of the Teacher's Guide for this program did you read? (Please
)e honest.)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 80% 70% 80% 90% 100%

lease answer the following questions as fully as you can, based on the
arts of the Teacher's Guide which you have read.

1. Does the "synopsis" accurately summarize what you saw in the program?

a yes 0 I'm not sure 0 no

1. Axe the "before the program" suggestions:

appropriate ?.. Z7 yes a no

useful? a yes L7 no

would you use them Q yes £7 no

a. Approximately how much time do you think these pre-program activities
would take? minutes.

Comments:

Are the "things to consider" ' questions.:

appropriate? 17 yea Ci no

useful? a yes a no

would you use them? C yes Cr no

a. Approximately how much time do you think these "things to consider"
questions would take in a post-viewing discussion? minutes.

Is this:

too much

Comments:

£7 enough f7 too little

Are the "short-term" recommended activities:

appropriate? f7 yes Z7 no

useful? 47 yes L7 no

would you use them? a yes L7 no

(PLEASE TURN)
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Would -you,consider using this .program in subjedt areas _other. than
career educationt Which areas and on what basis would 'you choose?

Is it useful to have a two-level guide for one program?
Please comment.

Which level Would you choose for your class? On what basis would your
decision be made?

Are there any suggested questions or activities which are particularly
inappropriate or wOrthless? Please comment.

Are there any suggested questions or activities which you find
particularly valuable or appropriate? Please comment.

10. Are there any additional activities or questions which you feel should
be included?

11. Would you add any, other comments about the Teacherts Guide?



PACKET C*
(pre-program administration)

This packet is to be used primarily before showing the
television program:

This packet contains:

1 Observer's Class Profile (green) pp. 91
* 1 Instructions for Baseline Interview/

Interviewer's Questionnaire (yellow) . . pp.113
* 1 Baseline Interview Schedule (BLSI) (white) pp.115

1 Instructions for Baseline Questionniare
(green) pp.117

*30 Baseline Questionnaires (BLQ) (white). . . pp.119
pp. 93
PP. 95

* 1 Teacher Questionnare (white) . . . ... pp.107
* 1 Teacher's Guide Teacher Evaluation (blue). pp.109

2 Attention Profile System (pink).
* 2 Attention Profile Forms (pink)

* Please Return * Pieces to:

Saul Rockman
NIT
Box A
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

* Does not duplicate material in Packets A and/or B.



NOTE: After the interview, please complete the questionnaire on other aide.

EVALUATORS' INSTRUCTIONS FOR OklIACt't

BASELINE STUDENT INTERVIEW (BLSI)
. C

Among the things to accomplish during the first few minutes in the
classroom is to select three 1,31 or four (4) students to be Interviewed.
Obtain the name of every seventh student on the teacher's rOlebook, ifthe, child-is present. If, absent, continue to the next seventh child.
Return cack, to the beginning of the rolebook until three or four
students are obtained (i.e., In a class of 25, select numbers 7, 14,
21, 3, 10, etc. until three or Pour students present are selected).

Prior to the other person beginning the baseline questionnaire, request
the selcted students to follow you to a predetermined interview area --
'a. separate room, if possible.

Introduce yourself to the students if they have not met you before.

-Tell the students that you are there to find out what they know and
how they feel about certain things.

Assure the students that the interview is not like a test and therefore
there are no right or wrong answers to the questions. Tell them that
,they will receive no grade for their answers. Explain to them that
their names will not be associated with what they say, so that they
can be more free to give whatever answer, they feel is the best one.

When interviewing the students, use the interview form as a guide.
Strict alherence to the wording of the-questions is not required.

When students have difficulty in responding, it is appropriate to probe
using questions that will help them to formulate responses, however,
this does -not, mean, that mm are to give them answers to the questionssv thaThey will ,agree or disa_grep, with the cYptions Lou have provided

You will be interviewing severalstudents at a time.. You will have to
use your Judgment In writing down a consensus of the responses as well
as any unusual individual responses. Try to capture as many of the
students' own phrases as possible.

Return the students to the classroom, thanking them for their cooperation.



INTERVIEWER'S QUESTIONNAIRE

Did the responses obtained. during the interview. come primarily from:

one student

two of the students

all but one of the students

a spread fairly evenly among the students

CoMments:

How accurately did you record the students words?

paraphrase 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 exact words

ComMents:

3. How much (%) of what was said were you able to record?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% SO% 60% 70% 80% 90% 1001!

Comments:

Please note any additional information or observations of the
students which would help in analyzing your interview data:

What questions did the students ask you?

Have you any comments on the interview in general which would help
in analyzing the interview data?



SUCCESS PRE - VIEWING. STRUCTURED INTERVIEW

What do you think success really means?

Success means different things at different times in your life.
If you were in high school what would success mean to you?

Do, you know anybody who feels successful, even though other
people don't think he is? Tell me about him or her.

4. Tell me about a time when you were successful at something. How
did you know you were successful?

(PLEASE TURN) BLSI
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plivr two

.H.ive you ever Acne something, and everyone 'told you that you
Wore au2oessfuls but you didn't think so? Tell me about it
(Prone -- why lid you feel you weren't swcessful? How did
you feel about it?)

. What :1 es success mean to ziV

BL3I



EVALUATORS' INSTRUCTIONS
for

BASELINE QUESTIONNAIRE. (BLQ)

Introduce yourself to the students if they have not met you before.

Tell the students that you are there to find out what they know
and how they feel about certain things.

Assure the students that the questionnarie is not a test and
that there are no right or wrong answers to the questions. Tell
them that they will receive no grades on the questionnaire.

Instruct them not to write their names on the questionnaires.
Explain to them that this guarantees that their names will not
be associated with what they write, so that they can be more
free to write down whatever answer they feel is the best one.

Ask the students not to spend a great deal of time on each question,
but do emphasize that they should try to complete the questionnaire
to the best of their ability.

Ask the students to follow directions carefully when they are
asked to circle, check, write an answer, etc.

Read the questions clearly and slowly so that maximum compre-
hension is attained. Repeat each question if it seems appro-
priate.

8. Occasionally suggest that the students write down their own
ideas rather than copying someone else's paper.



Teacher's name

SUCCESS QUESTIONNAIRE

Check (ve) the box which best describes how you

-Success means:

1. working hard

2... doing what you like to

3. doing a job that other

getting a Job done

beinp famous

feeling good after finishing a job

doing a job well

boy girl

feel about success.

la not sure no

4:77

do 4:7

people think is important L7 a

aa
a
ar
a

Think about a time when you were successful at something. Now did
you know you were success ful?

9. What does success mean to you?

10. Success means different things at different times in your life. If
you were in high school, what would success mean? (Check (v,) more
than one.)

=7 working on a farm

=7 being good at football

= going to college

z7 having lots of friends

getting good grades

L:7 driving a big car

= winning an art prize

having lots of money

BLQ


